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Maspin expression patterns differ in the invasive versus lepidic growth pattern of
pulmonary adenocarcinoma

Aims: To test whether changes in the subcellular
localization of maspin parallel morphological progres-
sion in pulmonary adenocarcinoma, we compared
its expression between lepidic and invasive growth
patterns.
Methods: Applying immunohistochemistry, we com-
pared maspin expression in lepidic and invasive
growth patterns occurring in different tumours (series
#1, n = 86) as well as within the same tumour and
in the same section (series #2, n = 29).
Results: In both series, the lepidic growth pattern
(n = 45) was significantly associated with nuclear
maspin, while the invasive (n = 70) with combined
nuclear and cytoplasmic maspin (P < 0.05). In the
second series, transition from a lepidic to an invasive

pattern in the same tumour was associated predomi-
nantly with a shift respectively from a nuclear to a
combined nuclear and cytoplasmic maspin (15/29) or
preservation of nuclear expression (8/29). A shift
from nuclear maspin to negative expression (3/29) or
other patterns (3/29) were also observed.
Conclusions: Nuclear maspin is a typical but not
exclusive feature of the lepidic growth pattern of pul-
monary adenocarcinoma, whereas combined nuclear
and cytoplasmic maspin characterizes invasion. These
data show that changes of expression and subcellular
localization of maspin may constitute an important
biological end point of tumour progression and aid in
the classification of lung adenocarcinoma.

Keywords: invasive adenocarcinoma, lepidic growth pattern, maspin, pulmonary adenocarcinoma progression,
subcellular localization

Introduction

Despite the advances brought forth by mass screen-
ing,1 and targeted molecular therapy,2 lung cancer
retains the highest cancer mortality.3

A major challenge is that primary lung cancers
constitute a heterogeneous group of diseases, with a
wide range of biological, and clinical differences.4–7

However, many of these are reflected by histological
features, betraying differences in cellular origin.5

Furthermore, lung cancers, more frequently than
other tumours, display multiple growth patterns,8

which may impact prognosis in early stage disease.9

The revised classification of pulmonary adenocarci-
noma10 recognizes this phenomenon and emphasizes
the decisive role of the lepidic growth pattern. Its
absolute size and the size of an associated invasive
component dictate histological classification. By spe-
cifically endorsing the term adenocarcinoma in situ
(AIS) for tumours with no invasion, measuring
between 0.5 and 3 cm, the revised classification
indirectly supports a model of histogenesis of adeno-
carcinoma where the lepidic growth pattern is a pre-
invasive phase in the history of adenocarcinoma. This
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model is consistent with previous data, including
seminal morphological studies on small peripheral
adenocarcinoma.11 It justifies studying the lepidic
growth patterns to unveil the molecular basis of pro-
gression in lung adenocarcinoma. A similar approach
indeed has yielded historical insights on tumour pro-
gression in other anatomical sites.12 However, an
additional pathway to invasive adenocarcinoma, in
which this develops from normal peripheral airways,
without a transition from a lepidic pattern, has also
been postulated.13

A better understanding of the different growth pat-
terns of lung cancer and their molecular underpin-
nings may help devise more accurate, histology-based
models of tumour progression and drug-response.
Yet, our knowledge of the differential molecular
changes underlying these two types of progression is
sketchy.13 K-Ras,14 EGFR mutations,14–16 and p16
loss,16 which show similar frequencies in non inva-
sive and invasive patterns, are not likely to play a
role. In contrast, p53 mutations,15,16 EGFR amplifica-
tion,14 and allelic losses in multiple chromosomes,
including the p53 locus on chromosome 17,16 have
been associated with invasion. Myc amplification has
been linked with poor prognosis in both small
(<2 cm) and stage I adenocarcinoma.17

Maspin is a tumour suppressor protein with struc-
tural homology to serine protease inhibitors. A large
host of clinical and in vitro evidence highlights maspin
as playing an important role in inhibiting tumour pro-
gression, in many anatomical sites, including the
lung.18–21 A unique feature of maspin is that it is epi-
thelial specific. Further, its tumour suppressor activity
is linked to its nuclear localization,22 possibly medi-
ated by maspin’s inhibition of histone deacethylase.23

We hypothesized that changes in the subcellular
localization of maspin expression may parallel the
morphological progression of adenocarcinoma. We
addressed this question by comparing maspin’s cellu-
lar expression pattern, between lepidic and invasive
growth patterns. Our results suggest that changes of
expression and subcellular localization of maspin may
constitute an important biological end point of tumour
progression and in addition may provide a diagnostic
aid in the classification of lung adenocarcinoma.

Methods

T I S S U E C O L L E C T I O N S E R I E S A N D C L A S S I F I C A T I O N

Archived resections of pulmonary adenocarcinoma
were collected and studied with the full institutional
approval of our internal ethics committee, the Institu-

tional Review Board (study 056809MP4E[R]/protocol
1011009032, approved February 1, 2012). All the
cases represented, at the best of clinical and patholog-
ical information available to us (including positive
TTF-1 stain in the majority of cases), primary lung
cancers. Specimens studied were either whole tissue
block tumour sections or 1 mm cores of representa-
tive tumour tissue, composing tissue multi arrays
(TMA). The hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) slides for
all these cases were reviewed and the cases classified
first, according to the 2011 recommendations.10 It is
commonly noted that sampling8 and serial sectioning
may contribute to adenocarcinoma heterogeneity. To
circumvent this problem and tightly associate each
morphological pattern (i.e. lepidic versus invasive),
with a specific immunohistochemistry (IHC) result,
we used both TMA and whole tissue sections. Fur-
ther, each sample used in the study was re-classified
on the basis of the pattern present in the H&E stained
level matching the one used for IHC, regardless of the
original diagnosis of the case. The histological distinc-
tion of invasion from lepidic patterns was carried out
on the basis of current guidelines. These include: the
presence of a growth pattern considered per se to rep-
resent invasion,10 or of histological hall marks of
stromal invasion, i.e. the presence of marked tissue
remodeling, deemed to represent ‘foci of active fibro-
blastic proliferation’, rather than stromal collapse.11

The presence of high grade cytological features or
complex architecture10 within an intra-alveolar pro-
liferation, prompted us to render a diagnosis of inva-
sive adenocarcinoma. Cases with such features were
deemed to represent intra-alveolar colonization by
adjacent invasive adenocarcinoma, and not lepidic
patterns.
We divided our adenocarcinoma samples into two

series. The first series compared isolated lepidic or
invasive growth patterns.
The cases of lepidic growth patterns in this series

were 16:8 from whole block sections and 8 from
TMAs. The 8 whole block sections of lepidic pattern
were from cases diagnosed as AIS (n = 3); Lepidic
Predominant Adenocarcinoma (LPA) (n = 2); Mini-
mally Invasive Adenocarcinoma (MIA) (n = 2); Aci-
nar (n = 1). The 8 lepidic patterns from TMAs were
from cases diagnosed as: Acinar (n = 3); AIS (n = 2);
MIA (n = 1); LPA (n = 1); Adenosquamous carci-
noma (n = 1).
The source of the invasive patterns in the first series

was: 16 cases from whole sections, 54 cases from TMAs.
The 16 whole sections were from cases diagnosed as:
Acinar (n = 9); Solid (n = 2); Mucinous (MUC) (n = 2),
LPA (n = 1); Papillary (n = 1); Micropapillary (n = 1).
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The 54 invasive patterns studied as TMAs were from
cases diagnosed as Acinar, (n = 43); Solid, (n = 4); MUC
(n = 6) and Micropapillary (n = 1).
The second series included 29 whole tissue sections

of cases showing both lepidic and invasive growth
patterns in the same section. None of these cases was
included in the first series. The original diagnoses of
these cases were: Acinar (n = 14); LPA (n = 9); MIA
(n = 5); Muc (n = 1).

I M M U N O H I S T O C H E M I S T R Y

Slides were stained using standard IHC methods, after
antigen retrieval. In brief, slides were deparaffinized
through xylene and alcohol, rinsed in distilled H2O.
Heat-induced epitope retrieval was accomplished
using an EDTA buffer at pH 8.0, in a decloaking
chamber (Biocare medical, Concord, CA, USA).
Endogenous peroxidase was blocked using 3% H2O2.
Non-specific staining was blocked using the universal
blocking agent CAS (Invitrogen Carlsbad, CA, USA).
Primary antibody monoclonal mouse anti-human Ma-
spin from BD Pharmingen (San Diego, CA, USA; cata-
log #554292; clone G167-70) was used at a 1/100
overnight @ 4°C. Biotinylated secondary anti-mouse
1/200 was applied for 30 minutes (Vector Labs, Bur-
lingame, CA, USA). Detection was carried out with an
ABC/DAB system (Vector Labs). Slides were counter-
stained using hematoxylin QS (Vector Labs).
Cases tallied as (N+C) showed nuclear and cyto-

plasmic stain in the great majority (≥80%) of tumour
cells. Cases tallied as (N) showed sharp positive
maspin nuclear stain in ≥80% cells, with negative
cytoplasm. Cases tallied as negative showed no stain
at all in tumour cells. Cases previously confirmed for
(N) maspin, and (N+C) maspin, respectively were
included in each run as positive controls. Internal
positive controls were basal cells of the bronchial
mucosa, reactive pneumocytes and stromal cells. A
negative control was included in each run, consti-
tuted by a known maspin positive case not incubated
with the primary antibody. Normal alveoli and bron-
chioles provided internal negative controls.

S T A T I S T I C S

Statistical analysis was performed by using GraphPad
software (reference: http://www.graphpad.com/quick-
calcs/contingency1/). Chi-square tests were used to
compare the differences in maspin expression pattern
between study groups, and P values were calculated
with two tails. P values were considered significant if
≤0.05.

Results

M A S P I N E X P R E S S I O N I N S A M P L E S O F I S O L A T E D

L E P I D I C V E R S U S I N V A S I V E A D E N O C A R C I N O M A

G R O W T H P A T T E R N S , A C R O S S D I F F E R E N T

T U M O U R S ( 1 S T S E R I E S )

Our aim was to determine whether specific maspin
expression patterns are linked to these growth pat-
terns. For this purpose, we used samples from unse-
lected, consecutively resected adenocarcinomas,
collected over the previous years by one of us (F.L.).
Great care was taken in classifying the patterns by
current guidelines for distinguishing lepidic versus
invasive patterns. Further, the classification was done
on the H&E level matching the level used in IHC (see
Methods). Representative micrographs of staining pat-
terns are provided in Figure 1. Comparison showed
that, in both TMA and whole block cases, the lepidic
growth pattern showed a statistically significant asso-
ciation with the (N) versus the (N+C) expression pat-
tern while the (N+C) pattern segregated with
invasion (summarized in Table 1).

M A S P I N E X P R E S S I O N I N S A M P L E S S H O W I N G B O T H

L E P I D I C A N D I N V A S I V E A D E N O C A R C I N O M A I N

T H E S A M E S E C T I O N ( 2 N D S E R I E S )

Changes in the subcellular localization of maspin
expression may parallel the morphological progres-
sion of adenocarcinoma. Accordingly a critical aspect
of our design was to use a collection of cases showing
both an in situ and an invasive pattern within the
same tumour section.
Twenty nine such cases were identified, none of

which had been included in the previous analysis. A
comparison of the lepidic and invasive patterns, con-
sidered in isolation, confirmed a strong association of
the lepidic pattern with nuclear maspin (Table 1). The
three lepidic cases that deviated from this predominant
pattern were all of non-mucinous type. Two of them
showed a (N+C) maspin expression pattern, whereas
the third case was negative for maspin expression.
We then analyzed the change in maspin expression

pattern occurring in each tumour between the two
growth patterns. As summarized in Table 2 the pre-
dominant observation was a shift of maspin expres-
sion from an (N) pattern in the lepidic foci to an
(N+C) pattern (15/29) in the invasive foci. The sec-
ond most frequent pattern observed was the retention
of the (N) pattern in invasive (8/29), followed by a
loss of nuclear maspin (3/29). The remaining cases of
lepidic pattern retained an (N+C) (2/29) or a negative
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pattern (1/29) in the invasive component. Represen-
tative micrographs are provided in Figures 2 and 3.

Discussion

Our main/novel finding is that there is a tight associ-
ation of (N) maspin with the lepidic growth pattern
and that there is a strong association of (N+C)
maspin with invasion.

The lepidic patterns we studied constituted different
proportions of the overall tumour. In addition, they
came from heterogenous tumours, covering virtually
the whole spectrum of adenocarcinoma variants. Yet,
from a morphological stand point, they had the histo-
logical features of a non invasive growth of pneumo-
cytes that, within the indicated size limits, would
qualify as AIS, by standard guidelines.10 We can con-
fidently rule out, based on cyto-architectural features

A B

Figure 1. Representative micrographs of maspin in cases showing either the lepidic A, or the invasive B, growth pattern. Maspin subcellular

localization is nuclear (N) or nuclear plus cytoplasmic (N+C).

Table 1. Summary of maspin expression patterns in lepidic versus invasive adenocarcinoma in both the first and the second
series of cases

Maspin expression

First series Second series

All casesTMA Whole sections Whole sections

Lepidic Invasive Lepidic Invasive Lepidic Invasive Lepidic Invasive

N* 8/8 27/54 8/8 8/16 26/29 8/29 42/45 43/99

N+C* 0/8 26/54 0/8 8/16 2/29 17/29 2/45 51/99

Negative 0/8 1/54 0/8 0/16 1/29 4/29 1/45 5/99

P value
N versus N+C

0.0163 0.022 <0.0001 0.0001

*N is defined as nuclear positivity, and N+C is defined as both nuclear and cytoplasmic positivity.
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(see Methods) that they represented colonization by
adjacent invasive carcinoma. Further, the fact that
histologically indistinguishable lepidic patterns
showed a very homogeneous staining expression pat-
tern of maspin supports the assumption that they rep-
resent similar lesions. However, addditional molecular
studies, specifically comparing lepidic patterns occur-
ring in distinct histologic subgroups, i.e. AIS, MIA,
LPA and other subtypes of adenocarcinoma, may
clarify whether their molecular underpinnings differ
in these different morphological settings.
Our results also showed a strong association of

(N+C) maspin with invasion. This constituted a spe-
cific but not sensitive feature, since invasion also
showed other maspin patterns. However, the consis-
tency of this association, across unselected tumours,
in separate series suggests that the acquisition of
(N+C) maspin, by normal alveoli and bronchioles
(which are normally negative for maspin) represents
a significant, although not exclusive end-point in the

progression of lung adenocarcinoma. This finding is
consistent with our previous observation that upon
chemical transformation a relative increase of cyto-
plasmic versus nuclear maspin, correlates with
increased colony forming efficiency in vitro.24 Inde-
pendently, a host of in vitro and in vivo data further
link loss of maspin’s tumour suppressor activity to a
reduction in its nuclear to cytoplasmic levels.22 An
association of (N) maspin with reduced angiogenesis
has been reported in pulmonary24 and ovarian ade-
nocarcinoma.25 We24 and others19 have described
(N) maspin to be linked to improved prognosis in the
lung. Thus, data support the hypothesis that preser-
vation of nuclear maspin, even in invasive patterns,
may be associated with favorable biological features.

Table 2. Maspin in the transition from lepidic to invasive
adenocarcinoma in the second series of adenocarcinoma
cases

N in lepidic and (N+C) in invasive 15/29

N in both lepidic and invasive 8/29

N in lepidic but lost in invasive 3/29

(N+C) in both lepidic and invasive 2/29

Negative in both lepidic and invasive 1/29

Figure 2. Low magnification micrograph of IHC of maspin, show-

ing a change of maspin subcellular localization from an (N) pattern

in the lepidic foci to an (N+C) pattern in the invasive focus in an

adenocarcinoma specimen comprising both lepidic and invasive

growth patterns.

A

B

Figure 3. High power view shows a change from (N) to (N+C) ma-

spin staining pattern occurring from lepidic to invasive adenocarci-

noma, in parallel to increasing cell stratification and cytological

atypia. A, H&E stain; B, IHC of maspin.
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How changes in sub cellular localization of maspin
occur is unknown. Interestingly, a high level of tyro-
sine phosphorylation has been recently shown to
increase preferentially maspin’s cytoplasmic localiza-
tion.26 Recently, we identified a sequence, within the
maspin gene which is crucial for determining nuclear
localization,27 but whether maspin mutations occur
in cancer is unknown.
The apparent dependence of its biological activity

from the sub-cellular localization sets maspin apart
from other tumour suppressor, but is not without
precedents. p27 acts as a tumour suppressor in the
nucleus, inhibiting cell cycle progression, but may
function as an oncogene in the cytoplasm.28,29

We also noted that differential expression of maspin
in lung adenocarcinoma seems not limited to changes
of subcellular location. In our series, loss of maspin
expression was more frequent in invasive (5/99) than
in lepidic pattern (1/45). Future studies are needed to
elucidate whether the loss of maspin also represents a
distinct gain of function in tumour progression.
Overall, our data support a tentative model of

tumour progression in pulmonary adenocarcinoma,
where the lepidic phase is strongly linked to a nuclear
expression pattern, while invasion is associated to
(i)-a shift to a combined (N+C) pattern, (ii)-loss of
expression, or (iii)-retention of nuclear maspin.
In this study, we found that that a (N+C) staining

pattern is specific but not sensitive for invasive carci-
noma, whereas a nuclear pattern is sensitive but not
specific for the lepidic pattern. These findings may
assist in the classification of lung adenocarcinoma.
The distinction, particularly in tumours with a promi-
nent lepidic growth pattern, of areas of stromal col-
lapse or fibrosis, from true invasion is marred by
marked inter-observer variability.30 Yet, the micro-
scopic size of invasion dictates histological classifica-
tion, and constitutes and independent predictor of
prognosis in limited stage adenocarcinoma.9,31 Impor-
tantly, it is also significantly different from the
tumour’s gross measurement,9 in tumours with a
prominent lepidic growth pattern.
Taken together, our data show that changes of

expression and subcellular localization of maspin con-
stitute an important biological end point of tumour
progression and may provide a diagnostic aid in the
classification of lung adenocarcinoma.
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